Systemic Coaching with Constellations:
Introductory One-day Workshop
13 February, 2018
London

!
Purpose
The purpose of this one-day workshop is to introduce you experientially to some of the essential practices and
methods of Systemic Coaching & Constellations, and strengthen your capacity to help others through change.
Systemic Coaching and Constellations has emerged over the last fifteen years as a powerful, awareness-based
"whole self/whole systems" way of seeing and transforming challenges in our personal and organisational lives. By
creating maps of the whole system, constellations enable the invisible dynamics of even seemingly intractable
situations to be revealed - and often resolved - quickly and effectively.

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•

Understand the nature of your challenge(s) through a systemic lens and "overview"
Resource yourself as a change agent, coach or leader of change with simple constellating practices, and
discover new possibilities for generative action
Discover what steers you ‘off-track’ as a helper and align your work with what supports and nourishes your
well-being.
Explore mapping systems in different ways, including embodied and desktop mapping in 1-1 settings
Find the most empowering place in relationship to your clients and their systems as part of a peer
supervision process, and the ease, strength and relaxation this typically provides

Who is it For?
The workshop is for coaches and change agents (external or internal), professional helpers, and leaders or
managers in all sectors who are coaching or supporting others through transformation and change. You will find it
especially valuable if you are feeling any of the following:
•
•
•

Under-resourced by the challenges you’re trying to navigate, or help other’s navigate
Stuck and stressed by seemingly intractable, complex problems with clients or particular systems and not
knowing where the real problems and solutions lie
Keen to find a way of coaching and helping others which draws more on your whole self (especially your
presence, embodiment and intuition) as well as the whole systems of which you are a part.
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Workshop Details
Date/Time:

10am – 5-30pm, November 2017. (The venue is open from 9-30am).

Venue:

24 Greencoat Place, London, SW1P 1RD www.greencoatplace.org

Fee:

Organisationally sponsored participants £240 (+ VAT)
Unsponsored/sole traders/third sector £160 (+ VAT)
Includes refreshments but not lunch

Group size:

Places are limited (20 people max)

Registration
To book online, please go back to the event page, or for more information, please contact Tricia Grace-Norton our
Programme Manager on:
T:
E:

+44 (0) 7796 488 722
admin@wholepartnership.com

"I wouldn't have believed just how powerful and eﬀec9ve working in this way could be unless I had
experienced it for myself. I arrived with curiosity and le@ with even more.
Thoroughly recommended."
Jane Mudd, Execu-ve Coach, Leadership Consultant and Director, The Mudd Partnership.
“Incredibly helpful...it’s a deeply insighDul and revealing process,
which you handle with great skill and sensi9vity”
Hugh Evans, Director of Execu-ve Educa-on, Henley Business School
“Thank you for a wonderful, stellar day which I will never forget! I wish I had the vocabulary to
explain the truly life changing experience you oﬀer. Suddenly, the gears change...there is space and
9me to create, construct & examine. You can see how to convert a remote possibility to a reality."
Linda Mclean , Greater Glasgow and Clyde Health Board, NHS

Workshop Leaders
Edward L. Rowland is Founder of The Whole Partnership, a leadership
consultancy, and a senior executive and team coach. A leading Systemic Coach
and Constellations practitioner for both personal and organisational systems, he
has delighted in co-pioneering this way of working in a leadership and work
context for the last decade. With a background as a barrister, in creative
industries and various psychological disciplines, he has over 17 years experience
of helping leaders, teams and organisations in all sectors to unfold their unique
potential and creativity. Clients have included Boston Consulting Group (BCG),
Visa and UK government departments. He is also a Director of the Centre for
Systemic Constellations (CSC), the UK training body, and he has worked at
various business schools including Saïd Oxford.

Sarah Rozenthuler is a chartered psychologist, author, presenter and
leadership development consultant who works closely in association with The
Whole Partnership. A leading international figure in the area of multi-stakeholder
dialogue, Sarah works at the cutting edge of psychology, systemic practice and
organizational consulting to create transformative change for global leaders and
their organisations. Clients have included the BBC, World Bank and Standard
Chartered. Her pioneering work has been featured in numerous publications,
including the Sunday Times, the Observer, the Huffington Post and Psychologies
magazine; she also regularly appears on local radio and the BBC national
channels. She also works at business schools including Saïd Oxford.
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